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Spec-01191

FLush swING haNdLEs

Flush Handles are optional for any solid, window or disconnect door 
greater than 600mm in height, except Voice/Data and Colocation 
cabinets. They are ergonomically designed to provide style and 
function in a low profile. The handle is die-cast zinc finished with 
RAL 9005 textured black polyester powder paint. Provision to 
add your logo is included. Handle can be installed to rotate either 
clockwise or counterclockwise. 

handle with screwdriver defeater
Enclosure security is provided by the integrated tool-to-open 
feature that releases the handle when rotated, allowing access to 
the enclosure.
handle with Keylock
Keylock feature locks the handle to provide security for the 
enclosure. When the key is in the unlocked position, the pushbutton 
releases the handle to provide access to the enclosure. Two keys 
are furnished.
handle for Padlock
Padlocking Handle provides security when using up to a 5/16-in. 
padlock shackle. Pushbutton releases the handle to provide access 
to the enclosure.
handle with dIN Profile Provision
DIN Flush Handle is provided with the option to add your DIN profile 
lock or to accept Hoffman DIN profile lock PDKL (order separately).
Bulletin: p20
Catalog Number Description
PFHDF Flush Handle with Defeater
PFHKBL Keylocking Flush Handle
PFHPBL Padlocking Flush Handle
PFHDBL DIN Profile Flush Handle

L haNdLE The L Handle is a stylish option for any solid, window or disconnect 
door, except Voice/Data or Colocation cabinets. It can be installed to 
rotate either clockwise or counterclockwise. Handle comes with a 
bezel, includes keylocking provision and is finished with RAL 9005 
textured black polyester powder paint. Two keys are included. The 
bezel permits your logo to be inserted.
Bulletin: p20
Catalog Number Description
PLHK L Handle with 2 keys and logo slot, key code 333

FLush BEzELs Bezel with Insert
Can be used on any solid, window or disconnect door when a low-
profile, tool-to-open operating mechanism is needed. Bezel is RAL 
9005 textured black plastic. Provision to add your logo is included. 
Flush bezels are provided with screwdriver slot insert. Other key 
inserts are available to fit the flush bezel (order separately).
small Bezel with Insert
Can be used in place of the small Flush Swing Handle when a low-
profile, tool-to-open operating mechanism is needed. Bezel is RAL 
9005 textured black plastic. Provision to add your logo is included. 
Small flush bezels are furnished with a screwdriver slot insert. 
Other key inserts are available to fit the small flush bezel (order 
separately).
Bulletin: p20, p20S
Catalog Number Description
PFBS Flush Bezel with Insert
PSFBS Small Flush Bezel with Insert
PFBSSS Large Flush Bezel with Stainless Steel Insert
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KEy INsERts
Key Inserts are used with Flush 
Bezels. Optional for any solid, 
window and disconnect door. Key 
Inserts are zinc die-cast. A matching 
key is included.
Bulletin: p20, p20S

Catalog Number Description
PKOTM7 7-mm triangle
PKOTM8 8-mm triangle
PKOTM65 CNOMO
PKOSM7 7-mm square
PKOSM8 8-mm square
PKODBK3 Double-bit with 3-mm pin
PKODBK3SS Double-bit insert

PadLOCK KIt
The kit adds a padlocking capability 
to any of the Flush Swing Handles 
(except for Small Flush Swing 
Handle). Field modification of the 
flush handle is required. Includes 
a stainless steel locking post that 
will accommodate up to a 5/16-in. 
padlock shackle.
Bulletin: p20

Catalog Number Description
PFHPK Padlock Kit

dIN LOCK INsERts (FOR dIN PROFILE haNdLE ONLy)
The DIN profile keylock provides 
keylocking security for the Flush 
Swing Handle with DIN provision. 
Includes profile lock and two keys. 
Order one profile lock for each 
handle.
DIN Lock Kit for PROLINE DataCom 
doors includes two locks keyed alike 
with one of 100 different key codes 
and two keys (master key available).
All DIN Lock Inserts are zinc die-cast.
Bulletin: DpY, p20

Catalog Number Description
PKOSLFH Slotted insert profile cylinder
PKOTM7FH 7-mm triangle insert profile cylinder
PKOSM7FH 7-mm square insert profile cylinder
PKOTM8FH 8-mm triangle insert profile cylinder
PKODBK3FH Double-bit 3-mm insert profile cylinder
PDKL DIN keylock, 2 keys included, key code 333
PDKLRKPR DIN Lock Kit for PROLINE DataCom doors
DIN profile inserts are used with DIN flush swing handles. One key is included (except for slotted insert).

smaLL FLush swING haNdLE Small Flush Swing Handles are used on smaller doors (doors 
less than 800mm in height that have two-point latching). Handles 
are ergonomically designed to provide style and function in a 
low profile. They can be installed to rotate either clockwise or 
counterclockwise. The shape of the design provides aesthetic 
compatibility with the Flush Swing Handles. This handle includes 
keylocking provision, two keys, provision to add your logo and is 
furnished in RAL 9005 textured black polyester powder paint.
Bulletin: p20
Catalog Number Description
PSHKBL One handle and two keys
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